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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1.1 SUMMARY 
 
In early 2012, a client contacted us with suspicious-looking emails that he had received. There were two 
emails received by the client. While we completed the investigation and submitted the report to the 
customer at that time, we never took the case forward. However, when the Norman Hangover report was 
published it rang a few bells, and we decided to take a deeper look at the malware samples we had 
collected and do a more detailed analysis once again. 
 
The following sections outline our analysis results. 
 

2 ANALYSIS: 
 
The attachments received by our client were as shown below: 
File name File format MD5 Hash value 

Loop Mobile Bill Statement Date  08.11.2011 Pdf 4dc67b4647d81c2edc7db3cee97d64a4 

Services Doc d0c2f4793239fba6d5c8aa0540a40e49 

The Most wanted terrorist by delhi police Doc 7bf74012ab520be300c21c01add3e537 

 

2.1 STAGE 1: ANALYSIS OF THE ATTACHMENTS 
All three files were self-extracting executables, which when double-clicked revealed a set of files as shown 
below: 
 

 
FIGURE 1  :  EXTRACTED FORM OF SUSPECTED FILE  

 
In the normal course of execution, these files are extracted to a folder C:\Windows\web\win 
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As can be seen, this isn’t exactly stealth mode. 
 
Further analysis of the scripts reveals that their role is to make the malicious program run in stealth mode, 
disable the Windows firewall and then execute the malicious executable (services.exe) which eventually 
establishes a rogue TCP connection to a remote Web Server. 
 

 
FIGURE 2  :  CODES EXTRACTED  

 
The self-extracting .exe also auto-launched the normal Word file, just to keep the guise going of it being a 
normal Word or PDF document. The services.exe will start in the background and establishes a TCP 
connection to the IP address 202.54.157.152. 
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FIGURE 3  :  TCP  CONNECTION ESTABLISHED  

  
A whois lookup showed the result that this IP address belongs to Tata Communications – an Indian ISP. 
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FIGURE 4  :  IP  ADDRESS LOOKUP  

 
Once the system got infected with the malicious program, it is also found that services.exe had 
automatically loaded into system start-up. 
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FIGURE 5  :  SERVICES.EXE HAS LOADED INTO SYSTEM STARTUP  

 
We did a very rudimentary check of services.exe on virustotal.org and it was found to be a Trojan with 
key-logging capability.  

 
FIGURE 6  :  TROJAN DETECTED  

 

2.2 ANALYSIS OF SERVICES.DOC.EXE 
 
Similar to the first self-executable, we have found services.exe file, which look like a Word document, but 
is wrapped up with multiple executables and scripts. These scripts are coded in a similar format, to launch 
the actual malware and hide its trail. 
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FIGURE 7  :  FILE EXTRACTED  

 
Taskmgr.exe is creating a backdoor in the victim’s system, by establishing a backdoor connection to [IP 
address: 173.233.85.134].1 

 
FIGURE 8  :  TCP  CONNECTION ESTABLISHED  

 
Virustotal.org confirms the naughty nature of the various executable files in this case – called 
winlogon.exe.  

                                                           
1 Note that this is our first common point with the Norman report. This IP address also appears in their 
Appendix 
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FIGURE 9  :  TROJAN BACKDOOR FOUND 

 
We also analyzed that another executable (winlogon.exe) is modifying the Windows registry entries and 
taking screenshots of the infected system in the background and uploading this information to a website 
hosted at (heritage-society.com2) 

 
FIGURE 10  :  ROBTEX LOOKUP  

 
 
 
The domain lookup of heritage-society:  

                                                           
2 This is our second overlap with the Norman report. This domain name is one of the domain names 
discovered by them as well. 
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FIGURE 11  :  WHOIS LOOKUP  

 
 
Updated info: The whois information on heritage-society.com reveals the following address currently: 
Registrant Contact Details: 

    N/A 
    Bhuvan Malik        (heatman001@hotmail.com) 
    102, Indu. Area, Phase-IV, Panchkula 
    chandigarh 
    Chandigarh,160017 
    IN 
    Tel. +91.9823945434 
 

mailto:heatman001@hotmail.com
tel:%2B91.9823945434
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Running Wireshark on the infected system when it is trying to send screenshots to heritage-society.com 
reveals the following type of behavior: 

 
FIGURE 12  :  PACKET CAPTURES OF SCREEN CAPTURE PROCESS USING WIRESHARK  

 
Once we noted the path of the file upload, we simply navigated to the URL and noted our own system’s 
screenshot being nicely saved as a jpg on the server. 

 
FIGURE 13  :  BACKDOOR UPLOADING SCREEN CAPTURE TO ATTACKER'S DOMAIN  
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It is interesting to note that the malware author was uploading files to a folder called “chirag”. This is most 
surprising and slightly amateurish, unless of course it was someone else trying to implicate a person called 
“chirag”. 
 

2.3 ANALYSIS OF “THE MOST WANTED TERRORIST BY DELHI POLICE” 
The third attachment in this saga behaves in exactly the same way, with only some changes in the names 
of the files and the scripts. This malware also connects to heritage-society.com. 

 
FIGURE 14  :  FILES EXTRACTED  

 
This one does something a little more interesting: once the malware gets infected, it will steal the hard-
coded password (saved password of applications like Firefox, email client applications, etc) and upload the 
same to the attacker’s domain (also heritage-society.com)  

 
FIGURE 15  :  PASSWORD STEALERS FOUND  

 
We analysed the behaviour of the malware by capturing the packets during the infection and concluded 
that it is hijacking stored passwords of various client applications. 
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FIGURE 16  :  PASSWORD STEALERS RUNNING DURING INFECTION  
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2.4 COMPROMISED ENTITIES 
Under the folder “chirag”, we found 3 more sub-folders, “clip”, “drop”, and “water”. We are not sure what 
the meaning of these names is, but within these folders, we found another number of sub-folders. The 
names and structured of these sub-folders shows that these are the names of systems compromised, the 
IP address of the compromised system, and each of them contains text files called as “keylog.txt”, which 
are captured passwords and other keyphrases. We are not revealing the details here, as we believe these 
are systems that have been made victims. A quick whois lookup of these IP addresses reveals them to be 
all Indian entities. This is a strong case for Indian law-enforcement agencies to investigate this further, as it 
is an attack on Indian enterprises 
 

 
FIGURE 17  :  FOLDERS UNDER THE FOL DER “CLIP”  UNDER “CHIRAG”  

 

 
FIGURE 18  :  TEXT FILES UNDER EACH OF THE NUMEROUS SUB-FOLDERS  

 
Based on the information in the text files, we have reason to believe that the following entities have been 
compromised: 

1. A hospital in Goa. The information in the log file contains patient data, in clear violation of the 
Indian IT Act 

2. An agency helping migrant workers 
3. A Tax/Accounts Consultant 
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4. Medical centre in Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh 
5. At least 3 other entities, whom we are unable to determine the identities of 

 

2.5 THINGS GET INTERESTING 
At this stage, we decided to surf around on heritage-society.com and determine what sort of heritage they 
were protecting. We found that the site had a number of directory listing vulnerabilities. By listing the files 
and downloading what we could, things began to take an interesting turn: 
 

 
 
Another directory listing output is given below: 

./win7 

./win7/exploit.html 

./win7/Exploit.jar 

./win7/Exploit.class 

./moneytime 

./moneytime/abc 

./moneytime/abc/dsfd.pdf 

./moneytime/report.php 

./moneytime/aaaa 

./moneytime/aaaa/decr.exe 

./moneytime/Aminer 

./moneytime/Aminer/Utility_installation_step_by_step.doc 

./moneytime/Aminer/aMiner2.0.iso 

./moneytime/Aminer/aMiner_Installation_Step_by_Step.doc 

./moneytime/Aminer/utilities.iso 

./moneytime/Appin 

./moneytime/Appin/appin.doc 
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./moneytime/Appin/appin1.pdf 

./moneytime/email list.txt 

./moneytime/WinXpcr.py 

./moneytime/main.png 

./moneytime/demor 

./moneytime/demor/application.doc 

./moneytime/key 

./moneytime/key/conhost.exe 

./moneytime/key/smse.exe 
 
The files appin1.pdf, appin.doc, appin(1).doc and appin(2).doc download a file called http://heritage-
society.com/moneytime/ABC/decr.exe onto the system where they are executed. 
 
We had downloaded this file earlier, but not analysed it. After the Norman report, when we took a look at 
it, we could see that it is a VB executable. We analysed it for strings, and these ones caught our attention: 

File Position String 

000000004DF3 Q*\AD:\YASH\PRO\MY\DELIVERED\RAT\Dragon-Eye\LATEST-DE-
B\ServerZ\Server.vbp3 

000000009D78    N30M4tr1X 

000000009D90   M4tr1Xn30 

 
It is possible that someone is trying to implicate Appin by creating files with these names. 
 
The other filenames that caught our attention were: 

 
 
A Google search for “aMiner_Installation_Step_by_Step.doc” revealed that it was a tool from Appin, with 
the same tool being available at: 
http://www.eagle.appinonline.com/uploads/7/5/6/9/7569501/aminer_support.pdf 
 
The tool aMiner on the Appin site is described as: 

                                                           
3 These strings are identical to the ones identified in the Norman report 

http://heritage-society.com/moneytime/ABC/decr.exe
http://heritage-society.com/moneytime/ABC/decr.exe
http://www.eagle.appinonline.com/uploads/7/5/6/9/7569501/aminer_support.pdf
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“AMINER CALL DATA RECORD ANALYZER” 

“AMINER” IS AN ANALYTICAL TOOL WHICH ENABLES US TO ANALYZE, VISUALIZE AND 

INVESTIGATES TO LARGE AMOUNTS OF DISPARATE INFORMATION AND TURN IT INTO 

MEANINGFUL REPORTS. THIS IS ACHIEVED BY PROVIDING A FRAMEWORK FOR INFORMATION 

WHICH HELPS THE ANALYST QUICKLY CREATE A REPORT OF OBJECTS AND RELATIONSHIPS. THIS 

ALLOWS DATA TO BE COLLATED AND FILTERED SUCH THAT THE IMPORTANT RELATIONSHIPS 

CAN BE EASILY UNDERSTOOD DURING THE INVESTIGATION. 

 
So is the case with the tool aMatrix. The screenshow of the “aMatrix Help.chm” file is given below: 

 
 
This tool is described as follows within the help file (site link http://www.appinonline.com/appin-amatrix-
email-penetration-testing-tool.html): 
Different Type of Attacks: 

 Social Engineering Webpage (send as Link only). 

 Exploits (sends either as Link or an attachment) 

 Wrappers (sends either as Link or an attachment) 
 

http://www.appinonline.com/appin-amatrix-email-penetration-testing-tool.html
http://www.appinonline.com/appin-amatrix-email-penetration-testing-tool.html
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It is possible, that the attacker is a client of Appin or has got their hands on Appin tools and is using them. 
 
Also, the folder of this tool on the server was in a password-protected RAR format, and we could only see 
the file listings. One of these matches with similar indicators in the Norman report, in that it builds an 
enticing Pakistan link: 
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The other files that we found of interest were HTML files that look like attempts at spear-phishing. These 
come with PHP backdoors as shown below: 

 
 

2.6 EMAIL IDS DISCOVERED: 
The PHP scripts contain this email ID: allmail.moniter@gmail.com 
 

- Other email IDs we found were: 
- rajuk058@gmail.com 
- appins82@gmail.com 
- demosoftware9@gmail.com 
- just4u@gmail.com 

 

mailto:allmail.moniter@gmail.com
mailto:rajuk058@gmail.com
mailto:appins82@gmail.com
mailto:demosoftware9@gmail.com
mailto:just4u@gmail.com
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3 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 
 
From the above, we conclude that: 

- We believe that this was malware written specifically from a corporate espionage perspective.  
- The malware isn’t really all that smart – says volumes for the general levels of security awareness 

given the number of people infected 
- The affected entities discovered during our analysis are all Indian – hospital in Goa, visa facilitation 

agency in Bangalore, tax/account consultant, textile trading company, etc. 
- The attacks also are Indian-flavoured (with attachment names of Loop Mobile Bill, Terrorists 

wanted by Delhi police, etc.).  
- The attacks are targeted – my client did in fact use a mobile plan from Loop Mobile. 
- One of the C&C IP addresses belongs to Tata Communications – an Indian ISP.  
- Though the string “appin” occurs in the names of a number of files hosted on the C&C server as 

well as tools authored by Appin (aMatrix and aMiner), the link with Appin Security Group is not 
concrete. It is in Appin’s best interest to cooperate with Indian Law Enforcement Agencies to 
investigate whether it is someone trying to malign their name or misusing their tools or ex-
employees who have gone rogue. 

- It is in the interest of Law Enforcement Agencies to take this ahead and investigate along the 
following lines: 

o Who had registered the IP address 202.54.157.152 (Tata Communications) 
o Who had registered the domain heritage-society.com 
o Who are “chirag” and “yash”? Maybe they should talk to Chirag Goyal 

(in.linkedin.com/pub/chirag-goyal/58/629/2bb)  
o Who owns the email ID allmail.moniter@gmail.com and others noted in the section above 
o Who are the Indian entities compromised -  we have their public IP addresses, if not their 

names 
o Is this a one-off issue, or part of a larger corporate espionage exercise carried out by 

rogue group/organization? 
 
We would be, of course willing to share all details we have in our possession with the responsible 
investigation officers. 
 
 

---- END OF REPORT ----  

mailto:allmail.moniter@gmail.com

